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Abstract

This paper describes developments In the theory of edge plasma

turbulence in a differentially rotating plasma. The thesis that such systems are

dynamically self-regulating is presented. Results indicate that re l iant

fluctuations will generate a predominantly curved flow. Similar, curvature is

shown to be the predominant flow profile effect on fluctuations. A system fixed

point is identified, the eigenfrequencies for small oscillations around it are

calculated, and an over-all stability criterion is determined.

DISCLAIMER

This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by an agency of the United States
Government. Neither the United States Government nor any agency thereof, nor any of their
employees, makes any warranty, express or implied, or assumes any legal liability or responsi-
bility for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any information, apparatus, product, or
process disclosed, or represents that its use would not infringe privately owned rights. Refer-
ence herein to any specific commercial product, process, or service by trade name, trademark,
manufacturer, or otherwise does not necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, recom-
mendation, or favoring by the United States Government or any agency thereof. The views
and opinions of authors expressed herein do not necessarily state or reflect those of the
United States Government or any agency thereof.
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1. Introduction

Despite significant recent progress, the dynamics of the L -> H transition •

in tokamaks remains an enigma. Furthermore, even in OH and L-mode

plasmas, electric fields and fluctuations are universally observed to co-exist at

the plasma edge.W The central thesis of this paper is that any creditable theory

of this phenomena must be intimately intertwined with an understanding of how

expansion free energy (Le.Vn, Vf , etc.) is released by a self-regulating system

of turbulence and profiled flow. Thus, one must consider flow evolution and

fluctuation evolution on an equal footing, with neither identifiable as "cause" or

"effect." The simultaneous tendencies of: a.) the profiled flows to suppress

turbulence and b.) the turbulence to regulate the flow profile combine to define

a self-regulating, dynamic nonlinear system. Expansion free energy is thus

shared between fluctuations and flows, the imbalance of the shares defining the

confinement regime. States of dynamical stationarity and non-stationarity

(defined by (Onucnuoion &0* > I and (^fluctuation ^°w< I, respectively) are possible.

Moreover, multiple final states are attainable in the course of temporal

evolution. Since at the edge, fluctuations are (universally) large*1) and local,

fluctuation-induced ambipolarity breakdown is easily attained, it is difficult to

understand how any theory of the L -» H transition which does not involve the

concept of self-regulated shear flows is viable.

In this paper, we report on recent developments in the theoretical

principles for components of such a theory. Potential applications to the L -» H

transition phenomenon are then discussed. Section II discusses the effects of

turbulence on flow profile evolution. The basic mechanisms for shear ( v j and

curvature (vel amplification by fluctuations are identified. Here shear and

curvature identify a more general class of fluctuation spectrum distortions,

namely shifts ( v j and dilatations (related to v"ey Curvature (v$ amplification



due to dismagnetic propagation of the turbulence is seen to be the dominant

effect. Also, a more general discussion of flow generation by convective cell

"tilting instability" is included. Such considerations may have broad impact on

the nonlinear dynamics of Rayleigh-Benard convection and dynamo theory. In

Section 111, the effects of flow shear and curvature on fluctuations are analyzed.

Results of nonlinear calculations and theory indicate that shear is rather

ineffective in suppressing turbulence, in contrast to popular wisdom based on

heuristic arguments!3* or linear theory.*4) Curvature is a nonlinearly robust

effect. In Section IV, the coupled, nonlinear dynamical equations for curvature

and fluctuation level are analyzed. A stationary state is determined, and the

complex eigenfrequencies of oscillation around this state are calculated. We

propose this stationary state as a novel form of dynamical equilibrium intrinsic to

edge plasmas. In Section V, the potential relevance of this work to L -» H

phenomenology is discussed. Possible future extensions of this program are

mentioned, as well.

II. Effects of Turbulence on Flow Profile Evolution

Simple considerations of momentum balance in a cylindrical plasma

indicate that the radial profile of poloidal flow evolves according to

Here {vrv^ and ( § ^ are the Reynolds stress and magnetic Reynolds stress,

respectively, and jz represents a 'generic* collisions damping. It is apparent

that flow evolution requires:

a.) a net imbalance between fluid stresses (related to vorticity transport) and

magnetic stresses (related to magnetic-flutter-induced electron particle

transport) associated with a local (i.e. osl averaged over fluctuation

correlation length) ambipolarity breakdown



b.) radially inhomogeneous fluctuation spectrum (i.e. local symmetry

breaking)

c.) a local radial wave propagation mechanism active in the fluctuation

dynamics.

Furthermore, it is clear from (Eqn. 1) that fluid and magnetic stresses only act

(up to end-point contributions and ronization effects) to locally redistribute

poloidal momentum, and cannot generate it. Thus, flow profile modification

should be thought of as a mechanism for amplification of flow shear (i.e. a

dipolar layer) or flow curvature (i.e. a quadrupole layer).

Tokamak edge plasmas in OH or L-mode are characterized by iaigs

fluctuation levels {n/n~e<i>lT~l/2) and strong radial symmetry breaking (i.e.

boundaries or just the observation that Ar/Ln ;g 1, where 6.r is the radial

correlation length and Ln is the gradient scale). Thus, it is clear that edge flows

will be regulated by fluctuations. Indeed, the only real question is the

mechanism for radial propagation. The possibilities include:

a.) diamagneticaliy induced radial wave propagation in the ambient

fluctuations

b.) seed shears ( v j and dilatations W which in turn induce radial

propagation.

This concept is best illustrated by considering flow evolution in a simple, single

helicity, electrostatic system. For that system:

Hereafter, a vertical bar denotes evaluation of x *± 0, and VQ = 0 or v"9 = 0.

Thus, mean shear and mean curvature evolves according to:



X = 0

(2C)

This simple functional expansion establishes that both radial propagation and

the spatial structure of the fluctuation spectrum determine the specific flow

amplification mechanism. In particular, shear amplification occurs only if the

fluctuation spectrum lacks reflection symmetry (i.e. x -> -x symmetry) about the

rational surface (x = 0), or if d/d~(tfyrVe)/$v9\ ) *0 . In this regard, note
~ "V
Ve={c!B0)d<pfdx. On the other hand, curvature will be generated from rest by

virtually any fluctuation which propagates radiaiiy due to diamagnetic effects

(i.e. a3fov3(vri7j | =*n for anv localized, radially propagating mode).

Furthermore, seed curvature can be amplified if d/dx {iyryellsv"9 \ )*0.

In view of these simple, general observations, the results of detailed

numerial and analytical calculations discussed below are not surprising. For a

simple drift wave moddK6) where Q&t) = iptfpyv*212 (here M* is real and an

envelope varying slowly on the scale of x/ is understood), application of Eqn.

(2a, b) yields

(3a) i -

(3b)

The prediction that net shear is col amplified while net curvature is generated is

in good agreement with the results of numerical calculations.*6) Furthermore, as

shown in Fig. (1), the results of the numerical calculation agrees well with the

quasilinear prediction given in Eqn. (3b). Poloidal shear (v^) amplification may

occur if x -» -x symmetry of the fluctuation spectrum is broken s M a seed shear



is ambient. In particular, for the (negative compressibility) parallel ion flow

gradient driven (PIFGD) instability, in the limits of flat density and Vn<)<<cs,

St(*)=?fc(O) expl{<Tkl2){x-bfl where o^Lspsy
l[dv\^ and b = LsvJ2Qit

inclusion of a small, constant seed shear straightforwardly yields:

(4a) [ l ) W j £ |

and

(4b) |{Vtf-0.

Thus, the seed shear is amplified (producing a dipolar layer), while no curvature

generation (which produces a quadrupole layer) occurs. It is interesting to note

that in this case, the seed shear itself induced the radial propagation necessary

for a non-zero Reynolds stress. Furthermore, in contrast to the case of curvature

generation, Eqn. (4a) naturally defines a critical e$Te necessary for the onset of

amplification. Note also that (y$ V^ > 0 is required for curvature amplification.

This constitutes a type of 'self-organization' criterion, which here is ultimately

due to the fact that both (yj and VIV) shift the spectrum off x s> 0. This observation

typifies a number of considerations (some, such as spectral parity, noted above)

which together strongly suggest that mean shear amplification is a significantly

more 'delicate' process than mean curvature generation, which requires only

diamagnetically induced radial propagation and a localized eigenmode. Thus,

we suggest that mean curvature generation is the dominant flow profile

modification mechanism relevant to confined plasma. Indeed, ths sensitivity of

mean shear amplification to issues of detail, such as the net imbalance in

electrostatic and electromagnetic energies in resistive pressure gradient driven

turbulence with diamagnetism, is nicely illustrated in Fig. (2). For that system.



curvature generation is clearly the dominant flow profile modification process,^

as shown in Fig. (3).

While curvature generation is the process of greatest significance to

tokamak plasma, mean shear amplification is an example of a type of self-

organization process known for a long time in geophysical fluid dynamics (W.10)

and recently encountered in the plasma community.<11) This process may be

described as a vortex tilting instability, wherby a spatial symmetry breaking

causes convection rolls to tilt and align, thus generating a mean shear flow.

Indeed, curvature generation is just an alternative manifestation of this type of

•Reynolds-stress instability,' which happens to be more 'natural' for localized

fluctuations in a sheared magnetic field. Hew, we discuss the detailed

dynamics of such vortex tilting instabilities for the simple case of ambient rolls

(i.e. no active buoyancy drive) in a 2-D fluid.

It is well known that in the case of sufficiently large Reynolds numbers

sheared flow can evolve into cell turbulence by Kelvin-Helmholtz instability.

The possibility of an inverse process of sheared flow generation by a system of

corrective cells has been first recognized in connection with the problem of

atmospheric circulation around Vonus.<12) However, the instability investigated

there was connected with finite viscosity. Here we report the existence of

another type of instability for an ideal incompressible fluid. This instability is of

purely kinematic nature. Let us start from the periodic array of the vertical

counter rotating convective cells having a velocity potential in a form

Yo{x>y)=Y<?cosk9x.coskyy. This is the equilibrium, corresponding to the

solution of 2-D incompressible in viscous fluid (Euler) equations. As usually in

the case of incompressible flow the velocity of convection can be expressed

through the velocity potential in a form vx = - dy/dy, vy = dyrfdx. It is easy to see

for such celis there is no correlation between horizontal (y) and vertical (x)



velocities and that the horizontal component of an average Reynold stress,

responsible for flow generation, is equal to zero, i.e. Ry= fifV) vy) =0. A

perturbation of the form y? = 5y(x)sin{kj v)tilts cells. It is easy to see from that

form of potential that there is a correlation between the velocit'es of horizontal

and vertical convection and hence non-zero average Reynolds stress, Ry, for

tilted cells. The stress results in creation of a sheared flow that causes a

subsequent increase in the inclination of the cells reinforcing the initial

perturbation. This instability could be also interpreted as parametric coupling of

two modes 8y&)sin{ky y)corresponding to the tilt of the cells and %>(*)•

corresponding to the horizontal sheared flow. The coupling is caused by main

convective motion Wo ~ cos [ko x) cos {ky y\ The system of equations describing

this coupling in a linear approximation has the form

(5a) -ia>4- sn + Qvo cos (*<>x)P-~ + *02 SfM = 0ax 2 I dx2 J

( 9 b) 4

Here o>is the frequency of the perturbations, i.e.: £y/b,<%~e-'°*. In order to

obtain the dispersion relation <*?, k, ko) we proceed, using the Floquet

theorem, to the following Fourier explanations of the solution of Eqs. (5a, 5b),

i.e.:

(6)

From equations (5a, 5b), it follows that the system of linear algebraic equations

for the coefficients of the expansion is:

<7a>
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(7b)

The f o l l o w i n g n o t a t i o n has been u s e d :

hin «{k/ko + Inf - 1, «2» « ky
2/ko2 - fhn, g2n = hu + 1 + fcyVjfco2. The final set of

equation for Azn + I , that follows from Eqns. (7a, b) defines a tri-diagonal

matrix relation:

(8)
k2 *v2

? A A Z ft^ J (n = 0, 1...).

The condition of the determinant being zero defines the dispersion relation that we

are looking for. It follows from the form of that matrix that <a is a periodic function

of* with the period 2*Q. Another symmetry property to{k) = <o(2ko - k) also

easily follows from the form of the dispersion matrix and the isotropy condition

a>(-k) = co(k). Using these symmetry properties it is sufficient to find the solution

of the dispersion relation in the interval 0 < k < ko. In spite of the absence of a

true "small parameter" in the system of equations (7a, b), the relative size of the

factor fcy
2/fco2 - 1/8 < 1 (here ko ~ ky) justifies the truncation in these equations.

Using the truncation procedure in which only A± i, v0, V±2 harmonics are non-

zero, i.e. taking n = 0, +1, -1 in Eqns. (7a, b) and assuming A±$ = 0, it is possible

to write the dispersion relation in the form of a biquadratic equation for o>:

(9)

It follows from this solution that the tilting instability is an aperioodic {y-co) fast

evolving instability with a characteristic growth time comparable with the period
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of fluid convection. The instability leads to the generation of vorticity G> - Ay

from the initial state of counter rotating cells in which the vorticity is equal to

zero, in analogy with the a-effect for magnetic field generation in the dynamo

problem. This is the main difference between this analysis and that of ref. [11].

There, the condition of vorticity conservation was imposed ab-initio into the

truncation procedure.

HI. Effects of Flow Profile Structure on the Nonlinear Evolution of

Fluctuations

The concept of shear (or, more generally, flow profile) suppression of

turbulence now seems to be viewed as a promising mechanism for formation of

the edge transport barrier so characteristic of H-mode plasmas. The original

manifestation of this concept was in the context of enhanced decorrelation<3)

due to the coupling of radial scattering to shear-induced differential poloidal

rotation. Predictably, this simple idea rapidly propagated via an epidemic of

"linear stability of some mode in the presence of sheared rotation"

calculations.*4*13^ However, when confronted with the (relevant!) problem of

flow profile effects on finite amplitude fluctuations, the simple concepts required

some re-examination.<5>

Put simply, there atfi three classes of flow profile effects on fluctuations.

These are:

I.) ahjfla, by which the x «-» -x symmetry of the {m, n) spectrum for

localized modes in a cylinder is broken. Shifts are induced by

local flow shear (v^) and other pj&i derivatives of the flow profile.

'Shifts' may be complex, in that both a displacement of the

spectrum from the rational surface and the introduction of a

preferred direction of radial propagation are possible.
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ii.) dilatations, which squeeze or dilate the eigenmode structure like

an accordion. Dilatations are induced by local flow curvature (v$

and other even derivatives of the flow profile. 'Dilatations' may be

complex, in that both spectral width and (x -»-x symmetric) local

kf(x) may be changed.

iii.) absorption, in which wave-flow resonance occurs within the

eigenmode. For example, slab-like drift waves in a linear shear

flow will be absorbed when |x*|£|*»|. Here x$ is defined by

o%_- k$Vexs and x/ is the usual ion-Landau damping point. Clearly,

absorption requires very strong flow profile variation and severely

distorts eigenmode structure.

In practice, the effects of absorption and Kelvin-He!mholtz instability*14> require

such a strong shear or curvature that they may be ignored when discussing

edge turbulence, except possibly in the context of ELM's.*15) Also, for simplicity

we limit consideration to lowest order shifts and dilatations, induced by local

shear (vj and curvature (vjt respectively. This is, of course, equivalent to a

truncation of the Taylor series expansion of V$(x) about the mode rational

surface. Finally, all our discussions refef to simple drift wave<5) or RPGDTO6)

turbulence. -

In drift waves, the principal effect of shear induced shifts is to enhance

ion dissipation by providing a 'net' k^ thru the shift As, i.e. k^ -» k^ As. In linear

theory, this provides a strong damping decrement

(10a) ^<^ - - a ( l ) 2 w£/4p , 2

associated with the linear shift A*, where

(10b) At=<2(l)w|/2p2

Here, *2V =k$V9
 whla^t is the normalized shearing frequency and

>*t= Ps 1LS/Ln f^n h *Jt P«), is the mode width, where F is a slowly varying



function. However, as shown in Fig. (4), the nonlinear saturation level of drift

wave fluctuations is clearly insensitive to changes in the level of flow sheari

This counter-intuitive result has been shown to be related to changes in the drift

wave mode structure induced by spatial gradients in the fluctuation spectrum.*5'

17.16) Such gradients inhibit outgoing wave propagation and thus reduce ion

damping and the TV enhancement thereof. Indeed, when the fluctuation

decorreiation rate Ao^ exceeds the linear ion damping rate, i.e. AG^S (p^/wg) G^

at(>*Hr7»£Wkn) yfty wf$ ), the Vtf damping rate changes to its nonlinear

form:

Here k denotes a special average, #°> denotes the non-adiabatic electron

induced phase shift, and d^« d^o^jph where d^ is the (non«Markovian)

turbulent diffus'tvity, defined in the standard way. As d& increases with nln, n is

clear that the nonlinear v&' damping decrement decreases with increasing

amplitude, rendering it in-effectuail A similar trend is observed in computational

studies of resistive interchange turbulence.*16) Thus, it appears that local flow or

electric field shear is not an effective mechanism for suppression of turbulence.

Hence, shifts are, in general, not likely to be dynamically significant

Dilatations, by way of contrast, tend to squeeze or dilate the eigenmode

structure. In linear theory, the curvature-dilatation-induced damping decrement

is

(12a) Tir-xwi *i i2 * i ( l + % & )

where

(12b) %=« (2 )w|/p2

Here, a ^ * * * * v£wf/a»«. Thus, it is readily apparent that the siaa of V*s {and

thus that of the resulting dilatation of the eigenmode structure) is crucial to
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whether or not turbulence will be suppressed. This contrasts with the case of

shifts, where the trend is toward damping, independent of the sign of V* Even

more interesting is the observation that a finite amplitude calculation*17) similar

to the one discussed for shifts reveals that the finite amplitude 'dispersion

relation' becomes:

(13)

Here, $.= £fc/<% Thus, in the nonlinear regime:

a.) the direct result of curvature - induced - dilatation is a nonlinear

frequency shift

b.) for v"9 > 0, the nonlinear frequency shift reduces S^ by increasing

c.) the effect of curvature • induced • dilatation is nonlinear!/ robust,

i.e. the stabilizing trend persists for A % > p} *%/*£!

Thus, fluctuation levels will decrease with increasing curvature according to:

This trend is manifested in numerical calculations for drift wave and resistive

interchange^6) turbulence. Indeed, Fig. (5) clearly shows the sensitivity of

interchange fluctuation levels to dilatations (i.e. Clt - v"e), in marked contrast to

the case of shear. On the basis of these results we must therefore conclude that

radial dilatations of the fluctuation structure, induced by flow curvature, etc., are

the dominant flow-profile-induced modifications of turbulence.^7)

IV. Nonlinear Dynamics of Simultaneously Evolving Flow

Curvature and Fluctuation Level

Sections (II.) and (HI.) have established that:

a.) generic drift wave fluctuations in a sheared magnetic field will

naturally generate a curved flow (or electric field), with v'B
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b.) the principal flow profile effect on fluctuations occurs via radial

dilatations induced by flow curvature.

Together, observations (a.) and (t>.) collectively suggest that drift wave

turbulence in a curved flow is a naturally self-regulating nonlinear dynamical

system. This system is similar in structure to those encountered In population

genetics,*19) with flow curvature analogous to the 'predator* species and

fluctuation level analogous to the 'prey1 species. This suggests that we should

describe the evolution of the system by coupled equations for the flow curvature

and fluctuation spectrum. Here, we approach this goal by examining the

evolution of the mean curvature Vg{t) and mean square fluctuation level

(((s/n2))=fi; different from e) for a single helicity system. The coupled equations

are:

(14a) H

Here, it is important to note that F£' is a spectral structure factor,

and d£t)~4$n. The last term on the RHS of Eqn. (14b)

represents fluctuation energy 'leakage' from the single-helicily system to

neighboring heltcities (where tyd£> lAv$) and thus to dissipation. Such a term

may be thought of as a means for introducing warfare with neighboring cannibal

groups (of prey) into our 'predator-prey* paradigm. For simplicity, Eqns. (14a, b)

may be re-written in non-dimensional form as:

(15b)



Here time is normalized to ofe(£), VJt) is normalized to V*/W2, and the definitions

of on, 0C2, a3 are obvious (compare with (Eqn. 14a, b)!) Here £(/) > 1 is assumed

for times weli past / = o. Note that in this paradigm, the width of the shear flow

layer is set by the radial extent of the fluctuation spectrum about the single

'dominant' helicity.

Equations (15a, b) may now be straightforwardly analyzed to determine

stationary states, the eigenfrequencies for small oscillations about these

stationary states, and the conditions for their stability. It thus follows directly that

a fixed point (stationary state) exists for:

(16a) 48«

Note that since vjr) is required for flow curvature to damp turbulence, Eqn.

(16b) implies the consistency criterion that

(16c) 5#»><Q#ai

for the existence of a fixed poinP. Linearizing Eqn. (16a, b) about the fixed point

£o, (vjo yields the eigenfrequency equation for small oscillations:

(17) 6^

Taking o= a + ib in Eqn. (17) yields:

(18a) a ^

(18b) 6 = -

Thus, Eqn. (18a, b) define a fixed point stability criterion that

(19) [(a|/l6a?) +1/2 (#°>/£) + {^la^f12 - cc^A^ > 0.

Thus, Eqn. (19) identifies the 'accessibility criterion* for states of dynamically

self-regulating drift wave-shear flow turbulence in our simple model. It is

absolutely crucial to note that this accessibility criterion is intrinsic to the

nonlinear dynamical model of the flows and fluctuations. No external agent,

TOTAL P.07
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such as orbit loss, is required! Equations (18, 19) also together imply that the

physical system exists in states of 'dynamical equilibrium* characterized by

oscillations of the flow and fluctuations about the fixed point £&, (V^O. CM course,

the time scale separation implicit to the derivation of Eqn. (18,19) requires that

97Wo> > l , where to™ Is defined by a in Eqn. (18a). Alternatively, dynamical

'non-equilibria* will exist if yio* G> £ 1, or if Eqn. (19) is not satisfied.

The model discussed in this section is quite crude. In particular, the

fluctuations are characterized by a single rms level e. In reality, the spectrum

will evolve, too. This spectral evolution will select different £ (dominant wave-

vector) in different final states, for a random distribution of initial conditions.

Indeed, Fig. (6) shows that many such final states are accessible to resistive

interchange turbulence. Figure (7) shows the probablity distribution function for

these different final states. Selection of the final state is akin to the

phenomenon of 'pattern selection/ well known in thermosolutal convection and

chemical catalysis systems.*20)

V. Discussion and Conclusions

The central thesis of this paper is that taken together, edge plasma

fluctuations and flows constitute a self-regulating system, \n which all

constituents must be treated on an equal footing. This thesis is supported by

the principal results, which are:

a.) the spatial symmetry of (generic) drift wave fluctuations in a

sheared magnetic field suggest that mean flow curvature (vj) will

be spontaneously generated by fluctuation Reynolds stresses. It is

unlikely that mean shear (v0) will be amplified.

b.) radial dilatations of the fluctuation spectrum due to flow curvature

I, etc. are the mechanism for flow profile induced suppression
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of fluctuations which is robust at finite amplitudes. Shear

suppression is not robust.

c.) together, the mean flow curvature and fluctuation level evolution

equations define a nonlinear, dynamical system with a well

defined fixed point and natural eigenmodes. A condition for stable

dynamical equilibrium has been determined. Satisfying these

conditions constrains the relationships between plasma

parameters and does not require an external agent, such as orbit

loss.

The models discussed here, while relevant, are grossly-over simplified.

Many issues of detail concerning plasma dynamics, magnetic geometry,

poloidal asymmetry, etc, have been ignored. Two omissions, however, have

greater impact than all the others. These issues are related to electric fields and

flows in toroidal geometry and the width or extent of the "edge plasma."

In a cylinder, flow and electric field are identical, via V$ = - cE/JBo. In a

torus, however, the mean radial electric field (for electrostatic turbulence) is

given by:

(20) ^ j k W * W M * ^ • | §

Here (F) is the bulk ion pressure, Vr is the fluctuating radial velocity of the bulk

plasma and Cs is the sound speed. Since it is the electric field profile which

regulates fluctuation levels, (Eqn. (20) is the relevant 'profile evolution equation'

in a toroidal system. Thus Eqn. (20) immediately tells us that the simultaneous

evolution of (P&(P&(P)ancl(PP
2) will all determine the net evolution of {££ In

particular, since poloidal and parallel flows are heavily damped by magnetic

pumping in a torus and since vjcs<\ (usually), Eqn. (20) suggests that

and tfl evolution will control (E^ evolution. This, in turn, implies that the
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fluctuation-induced Reynolds stresses in the toroidal flow evolution equation as

well as the fluctuation-induced transport fluxes will be the key regulators of (Er)

evolution. Also, it appears that (y$ evolution is rather unimportant in a torus.

Indeed, no conclusive evidence suggesting an increase in (y$ or a change in its

profile at the L-> H transition yet existsK21-22) These issues will be discussed

further in future publications.

The second principal weak point in the work to-date is its reliance on

studies of either single helicfty or 'few helicity' systems. Thus, the issue of what

determines the width of the good confinement region is as yet not addressed.

The existing model pins this width to the radial width of the edge fluctuation

spectrum, which is probably too small for consistency with observations/22)

This issue will remain an object of intense theoretical scrutiny for the

foreseeable future.
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Figure Captions

1.) Comparison of Row Curvature evolution with theoretical predictions for

drift wave turbulence.

1.) Comparison between flow shear evolution for electrostatic and

electromagnetic resistive interchange modes.

3.) Flow profile generated by resistive interchange modes with diamagnetic

effects.

4.) Drift wave turbulence is ^sensitive to flow shear variation.

5.) Resistive interchange fluctuations are sensitive to flow curvature

variation.

6.) Multiple final states are accessible in resistive interchange turbulence.

7.) Probability distribution function of final states.
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GOAL

To understand the strong coupling between turbulent
fluctuations and averaged flows:

- turbulent fluctuations modify the mean poloidal flow profile,

- flows control the level of fluctuations.

• Fluctuations

Poloidal flow
• Limited studies:

- cylindrical geometry

- few turbulence models

- no inclusion of sources

• The dynamics are more complicated than the simple scaling
model



Outline

I. Flow profile modification by turbulence

II. Turbulence suppression by flows

III. Self-consistent solutions

IV. External flow effects

V. Conclusions



Flow Profile Modification

The convective and JxB nonlinearities contribute to the
angular momentum conservation by modifying the mean
poloidal flow profile.

dt
BBr

\

t
Reynolds stress

Electromagnetic effects tend to cancel the electrostatic flow
profile modification.

• To change the mean poloidal flow:

anisotropic eddies

non - uniform turbulence



Eddy structure

The aligned configuration does not have cross-correlation.

TO*0

No diamagnetic With diamagnetic With shear flow
terms terms

and no flows or curvature flow
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Radial inhomogeneity of the turbulence

It is associated with low-g resonant surfaces and the
plasma edge.

\VV• It leads to regions with \VxVyj £ 0

Long wavelength turbulence
0.06 H 1 1 1 h 1 1

0. O S -

0.04

-4 10
10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50



Flow Profile Modification

Near low-g resonances and near the plasma edge,
plasma turbulence is radially inhomogeneous and
anisotropic. As a consequence:

- there is angular momentum transport with
modification of the equilibrium flow profile.

- single helicity effects are important and tend to
control the turbulence level.

Fluctuations are
largest at the plasma
edge. Because of its
nonlinear character,
the poloidal flow
profile modification
is most likely at the
edge.

BES:!-^ At -3.700 -3.962 sec (5-100 kHz)

260 280 300 320

Radius (cm)
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Turbulence Suppression

A general scaling model by Biglari et al. predicts that
when the shearing effect dominates,

the effective turbulence decorrelation time is reduced.

Consequently, fluctuation levels should be reduced.

Detailed studies of several turbulence models show that
turbulence suppression depends on the radial profile of
the poloidal flow:

- Shift effect. The flow profile is antisymmetric
at the mode rational surface.

- Dilatation effect. The flow profile is symmetric
at the mode rational surface.



Linear Stability

A shear poloidal flow, VQ(x) = V^x , introduces an asymmetry
in the eigenfunction => coupling to high radial wavenumbers

Without flow

enhancing linear damping

With shear flow
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Flow Effects on Fluctuations

Resistive interchange

The suppression is weak . The suppression is
compared to the linear comparable to the linear
stabilization effect. stabilization effect.
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Nonlinear stability

The nonlinear broadening of the eigenfunction
reduces its antisymmetric component.
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Self-consistent calculation

There is a strong coupling between turbulent fluctuations
and averaged flows.

Momentum
Source

Reynolds
Stress

Poloidal Flow
Profile

Turbulent
Fluctuations

Self-consistent analytical and numerical calculations have
been done, resulting in bifurcated solutions.



Self-consistent calculation

Long wavelength drift wave turbulence. Using the
renormalized equation for the turbulence, the
self-consistent problem can be reduced to a local (x = 0)
dynamical system:

Fluctuation evolution equation

3E
" c n

Shear flow generation (by seeding) equation

dt

Flow curvature generation (by oo* effects) equation

n0



Self-consistent calculation

There are three stationary solutions:

1) Fluctuations without flow

2) Shear flow dominated solution

3) Row curvature dominated solution

The requirement of stability for these solutions give the
transition conditions from one solution to another.



Bifurcated Solutions

Resistive interchange: Nonlinear evolution of the
electrostatic potential fluctuations for the 40 cases with
initial random condition.
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Bifurcated Solutions

At saturation, multiple steady state solutions exist with
different levels of flow.
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Bifurcated Solutions

From the 40 cases with initial random amplitudes, we can
estimate the probability of reaching a saturated state
characterized by the dominance of the m poloidal
component in the fluctuation spectrum.
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External Shear Flow Effects

Increasing the external shear flow reduces the probability
of the high-m modes dominating the spectrum.
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Summary

Flow profile modification by turbulence: requires
anisotropic and non-uniform turbulence. Effective at the
resonances or at the plasma edge.

Turbulence suppression by flows: depends on the flow
profile. Symmetric effects (VV 0) are more effective. They
are naturally induced by co*.

Self-consistent solutions: essential in this problem, lead to
bifurcated solutions. Multiple steady state solutions at
saturation exist with different levels of flow.

External flow effects: affect the solution by changing the
probability of accessing the multiple existing final states.


